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3 DESIGN CRITERIA AND ATTRIBUTES FOR REDUCING COST

DEVELOP DESIGN ATTRIBUTES FOR EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS

This sub-task report provides the design criteria including producibility features, production and installation techniques for equipment installations, for cost reduction and reduced labor content. These key attributes will facilitate weight and cost reduction through development of standards for foundation design, fabrication and installation.

PRODUCIBILITY ATTRIBUTES FOR EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS

1. The Foundations should be based on achieving the most producible structural designs while meeting the requirements of the specifications. Since foundation design normally takes place after the functional arrangement of the equipment has been integrated into the ship design with supporting ships systems, there may be only limited geometrical flexibility remaining to achieve producible foundation designs. However, some accommodation by systems or equipment arrangements may be possible and should be pursued in order to achieve optimum producible foundations.

2. Develop designs which require a minimum number of operations per piece.

3. Make foundations rectilinear in configuration.

4. Foundation headers on opposite sides of bulkhead or deck should be avoided where possible. Production scheduling usually causes headers to be added after the basic structure is finished.

5. Provide sufficient access to facilitate installation and welding.

6. Lift foundation off structure
   - Reduces weld length/volume
   - Simplifies fitting in way of distorted deck and bulkhead plating
   - Reduces the possibility of "locked-in" stresses, and in some cases reduces hard spots
   - Flexible foundations decouple the equipment from the ship reducing the shock load on the equipment

7. Simplify foundation designs/improve fitting
   - Reduce manufacturing aids/lofting effort
   - Reduce number of pieces required
   - Substitute studs for welded plate foundations
   - Establish quality standards that are consistent with product functions
   - Eliminate unnecessary bolt chocks

8. The minimum use of under-deck and far side headers; the benefit:
   - Results in significant weld and weight reduction
• Eliminates/reduces lofting of headers and fitting problems associated with full depth headers
• Eliminates pre-outfitting and planning to install headers with sub-assemblies

9. Develop simple attachments, and mechanical fastening techniques.

10. Land foundation structures on soft plating, with minimum or no back-up structures provided vibration criteria are met.

11. By emphasizing producible frame and truss type equipment installations and installation configurations of minimum scantling thickness; the benefit:
   • Reduce weld size/passes
   • Elimination/reduction of prepared edges

12. Integrate Equipment installations with hull construction. The methods used to achieve this should be intelligently implemented so that the performance and maintenance of the supported equipment is not compromised with.

13. Simplify hull equipment items
   • Redesign top and bottom connections on bins, racks, storage cabinets and furniture support items

14. By the minimum use of bolt chocks and brackets, having the benefit of:
   • Minimizing cutting, handling, fitting, and welding small pieces

15. By the use of stud welding to the maximum extent possible including a unique approach using mounting plates installed with studs.

16. By utilizing "method mounting" standard installation techniques for lightweight equipment; the benefit:
   • Significantly reduces engineering analysis and construction time

**FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION ATTRIBUTES**

1. In general shapes, especially angle bar, produce the least expensive construction.

2. In some cases combining flanged plates and shapes may be less expensive.

3. In high weight equipment foundations weldments are approx. 60% more expensive than shapes. Further, in case of light weight foundations weldments are approx. 43% more expensive than shapes.

4. Weldments and flanged plate construction tend to be 7% to 10% heavier than shape construction.

5. Do not use a flanged plate to replace a standard shape. Consider flanged plates to replace weldments. Weldments may be used where shapes and/or flanged plates are impracticable.

6. Use simple attachments and mechanical fastening techniques, where applicable.

7. Replace welded support fabricated from pipe with a double ended shot stud, fabrication and weld of length of pipe is eliminated. Electrician is enabled to install foundation, since a shot stud is used rather than a welded foundation, pipe fitting trade is eliminated from process, fitting and welding trades are eliminated from installation process. Stud welding saves fitting and welding time.
8. Replaced angle and F.B. foundation with 4 threaded shoulder studs. Fabrication, fitting and welding of foundation are eliminated. Electricians can install foundation, eliminating the requirement for several trades to complete each foundation. Templating time when studs are shot is offset by templating and drilling time at time of equipment installation. Blast, paint, and insulation in way of studs is facilitated.

COST SAVING AND LABOR REDUCTION ATTRIBUTES

- Develop standard foundations for a variety of equipment
- Reduce welding
- Reduce material
- Reduced fabrication / fit-up
- Reduce installation time
- Develop simplified attachment techniques:
  - Reduces time for installation of foundations
  - Paves the way to install equipment and systems with their foundations
  - Reduces sub-assembly construction time on critical path
- Lighter weight deck backup pads are used which are easier to fabricate and install. Coping of angle in way of pad is eliminated.
- Lighter weld is used, decreasing weld time
- Snipe size is reduced, allowing a single continuous weld on each side of the chock to be used. Weld wrap around the chock at each side of the snipe opening is eliminated.
- Delete backup pads, save fabrication, fit up and weld time.
- Delete angle stiffening chocks, save fabrication, fit up, and weld time.
- Lifting angle off of deck or bulkhead
  - Deleted cope and pad at ends of angle, saving pad fabrication and installation, saving coping of angle.
  - Eliminate welding of angle to deck or bulkhead. Raised angle allows for complete painting without requiring complete seal welding. Fit up to irregular surface is simplified since only the chocks need be trimmed at installation.
- Relocate chock from bosom of angle to heel
  - Eliminates trimming to fit between flange and deck or bulkhead plate
  - Decreases welding by 1/3
- Delete chock, reduces material and fabrication, installation and weld time
- Deleted angle header, eliminates fabrication of header, fit and weld
- Extend chock past flange of angle, eliminate snipe on backside of chock
- Reduce thickness of pad or chock, reduces fabrication time, reduces weld required
- Replace flat bar attachment with chocks.
DEVELOP DESIGN ATTRIBUTES FOR DISTRIBUTIVE SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS

Under this task we have identified key design attributes which will reduce cost and cycle time. The design attributes and criteria for system installations were evaluated to address the Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA) concept. These attributes were further evaluated from actual manufacturing and installation aspects, where shipyard savings are significant. Information from NASCCO, Avondale, St. John Shipbuilding, KHI, and IHI standards were used to establish some of the cost saving attributes. Standard system installation techniques and methods were incorporated to establish these attributes. Vendor furnished information from TRW, RT&D, SAMTAN and Progressive Fastening Inc. providing standard methods of installation using COTS products were also identified and incorporated. Design methodologies to address these attributes for cost reduction and enhanced producibility were also devised, which will be later incorporated into the standards.

The design attributes for cost reduction, easy fabrication and installation are categorized into General Attributes and Individual Attributes. The General Attributes describe the features which potentially can be incorporated in to the installations for various types of system runs. The Individual Attributes demonstrate cost-saving and producibility features specific to that installation type.

GENERAL ATTRIBUTES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION OF SAVINGS AND PRODUCIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUTOMATED HANGER SELECTION</td>
<td>DEVELOPING A COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM (DFMA) THAT COULD PROVIDE A HANGER SELECTION GIVEN A MINIMUM NUMBER OF VARIABLE INPUTS (CABLE WEIGHT, SPACING, ETC.) WOULD BE VERY COST EFFECTIVE IN THE LONG RUN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINIMIZE WELDING</td>
<td>IN ALL CASES, THE MINIMUM REQUIRED WELD LENGTH AND THICKNESS SHOULD BE USED. THIS PRODUCIBILITY MEASURE COULD SAVE LABOR COST IF SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF HANGERS ARE INSTALLED.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOP WELDING</td>
<td>WHEREVER POSSIBLE WELDING SHOULD BE DONE IN THE SHOP RATHER THAN ON THE SHIP AS SHOP WELDING IS LESS LABOR INTENSIVE AND THEREFORE COST EFFECTIVE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOP ASSEMBLY</td>
<td>AS MUCH HANGER ASSEMBLY AS POSSIBLE SHOULD TAKE PLACE IN THE SHOP TO SAVE LABOR ON THE SHIP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHOD MOUNTS</td>
<td>METHOD MOUNTS (STUDS, SPOOLs, AND FASTENERS) CAN BE CHEAPER AND LESS LABOR INTENSIVE THAN WELDED ANGLES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANGER DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS</td>
<td>AN AUTOMATED MACHINE CAPABLE OF BENDING SHAPES INTO THE PROPER HANGER CONFIGURATION MAY PROVE TO SAVE COSTS BY REDUCING CUTTING AND WELDING OF HANGERS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJUSTABLE LENGTH HANGERS</td>
<td>PROVIDING AN ADJUSTABLE LENGTH FEATURE WOULD ALLOW MANY TYPES OF HANGERS TO BE STANDARDIZED AND MASS PRODUCED OR PURCHASED CHEAPLY, AS ONE HANGER COULD BE USED IN MANY SITUATIONS. A HANGER CAPABLE OF ATHWARTSHIP ADJUSTMENT AS WELL WOULD BE EVEN BETTER. THESE ADJUSTMENT FEATURE ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR TRIMMING OF LEGS. A SINGLE FILLET WELD WOULD BE THE ONLY LABOR NECESSARY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERSATILE DOWN-COMER DESIGN</td>
<td>DOWN-COMERS WHICH CAN SUPPORT SYSTEM RUNS OF ORTHOGONAL DIRECTIONS HELP MINIMIZE THE NUMBER OF HANGERS. PROGRESSIVE FASTENING DOWN-COMERS OFFER THIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJUSTABLE PIPE SLEEVE</td>
<td>SYSTEM RUN SUPPORTS AND STOOLS HAVING AN ADJUSTABLE PIPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAND-OFF / LEGS</td>
<td>SLEEVE AS PART OF THEIR LEGS OR STANDS-OFF WILL ELIMINATE FIT-UP AND CUT TO SUIT PROBLEMS AND ALSO EASE THE PAINTING.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRACE DESIGN</td>
<td>BRACE DESIGN SHOULD BE SUCH THAT THEY CAN BE MECHANICALLY FASTENED AT BOTH ENDS, WITH MINIMUM OR NO CUTTING, FIT-UP AND WELDING. RT&amp;D BRACE DESIGN OFFERS THIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTERNATIVE BRACE DESIGN</td>
<td>BRACES CAN BE MADE UP OF PIPES OF STANDARD LENGTH AND SIZE, WITH THREADED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description of Savings and Producibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ends with lock-nuts and have turn-buckle connections at both ends. This will allow the same standard brace size to be used at various lengths and orientations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lap welds</td>
<td>Where possible, use a lap weld in lieu of a shaped weld. This creates an easier fabrication process and allows for adjustment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racks for multiple systems</td>
<td>This allows racks to be built in parallel with the block being outfitted, thus reducing overall cycle time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use ship structure to locate racks</td>
<td>Use existing webs and beams as hanger locations. This minimizes both layout and installation time. In addition, multiple hangers can be used as templates for locations of weld studs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System run direction</td>
<td>Systems should be run fore and aft or athwartship to utilize ship structure and enable hanger installation to be routine and thereby cost effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor purchase</td>
<td>Wherever practical, purchase hangers (downcomers, crosstiers, etc.) from an outside vendor and assemble in house. This saves fabrication time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banding cables</td>
<td>Groups of cables heading the same way should be banded together to save layout time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undesired locations</td>
<td>Cables shall be installed to avoid undesired locations such as:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Excessive moisture areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Near magnetic compass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In locations exposing the cable to mechanical damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In locations creating an interference with machinery removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In areas that are hazardous owing to a flammable or explosive atmosphere in accessible spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive heat areas</td>
<td>Threaded parts exposed to the weather, sea water, or moisture shall be coated with an anti-seize compound.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### METHOD 1

**U-BOLT ASSEMBLY W/ STAND-OFF OR STOOL**

- Use lap weld than fit-up to attach legs to the support plate/angle
- Use pipe w/ sleeve instead of angle for legs, gives height adjustment flexibility and ease of painting

### METHOD 2

**CLAMP HANGERS**

- Replace weld attachment at ship structure with stud mounting
- Use u-bolts in place of fabricated clamps where possible
- Use adjustable bracing with mechanical fasteners than welded fixed length brace

**CLAMP AND CHANNEL HANGERS**

- Use standard channel sizes
- Use one long channel to accommodate multiple pipes, than use short pieces for each pipe.

### METHOD 3

**FULL CAP /BAND HANGERS**

- Use U-BOLTS in place of Full Cap where possible

**FULL CAP /BAND HANGERS W/ STAND-OFF OR STOOL**

- See method 1 attributes

### METHOD 4

**SINGLE LEG “L” BAND HANGER**

- Use commercially available L-leg than fabricate

### METHOD 5

**RTD STUD HANGERS**

- Reduce the number of pieces for the brace
- Fasten the brace directly to the down-comer w/o any clamp

**NELSON TYPE HANGERS**

- Replace twist key with tie rod

### METHOD 6

**RESILIENT HANGERS**

- Reduce the number of pieces
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- Device an alternative to the dog-nipple assembly

### METHOD 7

**RUBBER BLOCK HANGERS**

- Replace Down-comer Angle with Pipe, where possible

### ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

**INDIVIDUAL ATTRIBUTES**

#### METHOD 1

**NELSON STUD CABLE SUPPORT**

- Several standard stud lengths with the same diameter
- Separate cable strap which fits all stud lengths
- Use threading to fine tune vertical position

**CH TYPE CABLEWAY**

- Standard channel section
- Full span of channel may not be necessary
- Attach flatbar to web (not flange) with lap weld to allow height adjustment

**L TYPE CABLEWAY**

- Standard fitting piece sizes
- Use lap weld to adjust height
- Standard angle sizes
- Continuous angle runs may not be necessary

**HANGER TYPE CABLEWAY SF, SH**

- Standard hanger size
- Stud weld if possible

#### METHOD 2

**TYPE A/C T-GRID CEILINGS**

- Assemble frameworks in shop or purchase
- Attach Nelson clamp in shop with stud weld
- Assembly should be height adjustable (threading on clamp)

#### METHOD 3

**HONEYCOMB BULKHEAD HANGER**

- Use weld instead of rivet
• STANDARD BRACKET SIZE

METHOD 4

SECURING LOCAL CABLES ON SHEATHING

• SINGLE CABLE CLAMP SIZE

METHOD 5

TUBULAR HANGERS

• ASSEMBLE STUD AND T-BAR IN SHOP
• STANDARD T-BAR SECTION
• STANDARD STUD DIAMETER WITH VARIABLE LENGTHS FOR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

METHOD 6

SUPPORTING T-BAR HANGERS ON BULKHEADS USING CHANNEL

• ATTACH T-BARS TO CHANNEL IN SHOP
• STANDARD CHANNEL SECTION
• USE LAP WELDS

METHOD 7

SUPPORTING CABLES RUNNING ON CEILING FURRING

• STANDARD JAMMING BARS TO FIT DIFFERENT FURRING SIZES
• SEEK ALTERNATE ATTACHMENT METHOD AS JAMMING BAR WELD LOOKS LABOR INTENSIVE. PERHAPS WELDING THE STUD DIRECTLY TO THE FURRING OR PLACING THE JAMMING BAR ON TOP OF THE FURRING WOULD BE EASIER.
• USE THREADING AS HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
• USE STANDARD T-BAR SECTION

METHOD 8

CABLES MOUNTED ON PIPE SUPPORTS

• STANDARD WIDTH STRAPS

METHOD 9

CROSSTIERS ON CHANNEL DOWNCOMER

• BUY STANDARD CHANNELS AND CROSSTIERS TO ASSEMBLE IN SHOP
• ADEQUATE HOLES FOR HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
• CONSIDER ADAPTER BRACKET FOR EASE OF ATTACHMENT AND REMOVAL
• STANDARD WIDTH STRAPS
• USE SHIP STRUCTURE TO LOCATE AND THEN USE LAP WELD
### Method 10

Supporting vertical tiers of cable independent of ships structure with method 9 hangers

- Standard channel sections for vertical piece
- Assemble channel downcomers and cross-tiers in shop
- Use standard assembly pads

### Method 11

Trapeze type cross-tiers and cable troughs

- Buy standard channels and cross-tiers to assemble in shop
- Adequate holes for height adjustment
- Consider adapter bracket for ease of attachment and removal
- Use standard width cable straps
- Use ship structure to locate hangers and use lap welds

**Trapeze with pipe**

- Standard fitting pieces, lap weld to adjust height
- Attach to web rather than flange
- Standard pipe diameters
- Standard angle sizes (section and length)
- Standard width cable straps
- Use ship structure to locate hangers and use lap welds

### Method 12

Supporting cables in decks and bulkheads where wireway space is limited

- Standard channel section
- Tack weld instead of full weld
- Use flatbar to liftoff to adjust height
- Standard width cable straps

### Method 13

Supporting cables with portable flatbar U-bracket

- Standard flatbar side brackets
- Standard width cable straps
- Single bolt size
- Use hole position to govern height adjustment
# VENTILATION / DUCTING SYSTEMS

## INDIVIDUAL PARAMETERS

### METHOD 1

**ANGLE / FLAT BAR DOWN-COMER HANGERS & ANGLE / FLAT BAR DOWN-COMER W/ CLAMPS HANGERS**

- FOR DOWN-COMERS USE STUD MOUNTING IN PLACE OF WELDING TO THE SHIP STRUCTURE
- USE DOWN-COMERS WITH ADJUSTABLE LENGTH FEATURE – SEE RT&D TYPE DOWN-COMERS

### METHOD 2

**RTD DUCT HANGERS**

- SEE ATTRIBUTES FOR RTD STUD HANGERS IN PIPING SECTION

### METHOD 3

**RESILIENT DUCT HANGERS**

- USE COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE CLAMPS
- USE FLEXIBLE LENGTH DOWN-COMERS